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Child protection statement: 
It is the responsibility of all adults to 
safeguard the welfare of all young 
people by protecting them from 
physical, emotional and sexual 
abuse , harm or neglect.
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Purpose >

This policy firmly emphasises that the welfare and interests of 
the young people in our care must come first, and that their 
safety and protection is paramount. St John members must 
follow the systems and processes in place to ensure a safe 
and secure environment for both adults and young people.

While this is most relevant to our work in our Youth  
programmes, child safety concerns all St John members and 
activities where young people are involved.

This policy is aimed at helping adult members establish 
a safer environment for themselves, other adults and the 
young people in our care.

Our strategies in this area are designed to:

4	educate young people on their safety and self-protection
4	educate adult members on our procedures for  

protecting young people and guidelines for ensuring 
their own safety

4	inform parents and caregivers on the wider issue of  
protecting young people in the community.

The Child Protection Policy is for the guidance and direction 
of all members of St John and for the parents and caregivers 
of young people in our care. This includes, but not limited to:

4	young people involved in St John Youth
4	young people being attended to by Ambulance and  

Events personnel
4	young people being instructed by St John Safekids,  

St John Clinical Education and guest instructors
4	young people being supported by St John Chaplains, 

Friends of the Emergency Department (FEDs), Hospital 
Friends and Outreach Therapy Pets.

St John also supports the philosophy of Child Youth and  
Family, “Let’s stop abuse together”. 

Everyone in St John needs to understand and support this 
policy, for it is only together that a safe environment for all 
our young people and adults can be created.

- Sonya Gale 
Community Programmes Director

Introducing the policy >

We in St John want to make sure that young people are kept 
safe from harm while in our care. We do this openly and 
honestly by:

4	giving young people, parents and caregivers information 
about what we do and what they can expect from us

4	ensuring that all adult members are familiar with and  
follow this policy

4	ensuring that our adult members are carefully selected
4	letting young people, parents and caregivers know how 

to report their concerns if there is anything they are  
unhappy about.

We in St John protect our adult members against false  
accusations by:

4	ensuring that a single adult is not left alone with any 
young person for any length of time

4	observing the correct established ratio of adult members 
to young people within our programmed activities

4	thinking safely and acting safely
4	developing a culture of appropriate behaviour
4	developing a culture that enables members to challenge 

inappropriate behaviour.

2.1 INTRODUCTION
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Safe and secure environment

Child protection strategy >
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New Zealand legislation
4 Children, Young Persons and their 

Families Act 1989
4 Victim’s Rights Act 2001
4 Care of Children Act 2004

Members in leadership
4 consultation to share problems and 

develop practical solutions, find 
best practise and prevent repeating 
mistakes.

New Zealand society
4 keeping informed of trends and social 

issues to address needs or changes to 
this policy.

Safe leaders prepared for  
various situations with the  
best possible selection and  
on-going challenges for  
inappropriate leaders.

Continual review of the Child Protection Policy
4 consultation to ensure the policy is relevant, effective, part of culture and is being followed

4 measuring the balance of safety and the aims of our St John activities (e.g. treating young people, positive youth development..)

Safe activities to minimise  
harm and forward planning  
to prepare for potential  
accidents and emergencies.

A positive culture where all  
activities involving young 
people have adequate  
planning, nothing is hidden 
and problems are shared.

New Leaders
4 as per HR recruitment policy
4 two referees and interview
4 police background check
4 child protection training.

All activities with young people
4 consent forms required
4 guidelines and policies for activities
4 approval processes
4 risk assessment and management.

Maintaining culture
4 child protection is considered in all 

situations involving young people
4 policy is clear and concise
4 on-going child protection training.

Current Leaders
4 annual police background checks
4 on-going child protection training
4 compulsory reporting.

Youth at Events
4 St John Events Manual
4 Events personnel adequately trained 

and supported by Youth.

Generic Processes
4 Human Resources Manual and support, Child Protection Policy, Peer and Regional Audit processes

Parental awareness
4 factsheets provided on membership  

or attendance at a St John activity
4 information and details provided prior 

to activities involving young people.

Adults Activities Awareness
4 inappropriate adult members
4 unskilled leaders.

4 activities that could potentially cause 
harm to adults and young people.

4 adult members unaware of procedures
4 uninformed young people and parents.
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Definitions

Key points

Responsibilities and authorities

 >

 >

 >

In this context, an adult member is any member of St John 
aged 18 years and over.

A leader refers to any adult member, who as part of a  
St John activity has leadership responsibilities for young 
people (whether as a set role, or in a specific situation). This 
would include, but not restricted to, St John Youth Leaders.

An adult refers to any person (both members of St John and 
members of the public) aged 18 years and over. This would 
include, but not limited to, bystanders, patients, parent  
helpers, teachers, students and guest instructors working 
with young people.

A youth member refers to any member of St John under the 
age of 18 years.

A young person refers to any person (both members of  
St John and members of the public) up to 18 years of age. 
This would include, but not limited to, bystanders, patients 
and students.

There are two key points to this policy:

1. Informing parents and caregivers 
Where possible, all parents and caregivers must be informed 
of this policy when their child is under our care.

2. Compulsory reporting 
Adult members must report any allegations of abuse,  
misconduct or non-adherence of this policy as either an 
Emergency or Incident Report, as per the reporting  
procedures in this policy.

All St John members are responsible for ensuring compliance 
with this policy. Each Region is to appoint a Regional Child 
Protection Officer who is responsible for administering the 
policy on a day-to-day basis.

Any investigations that may result as a breach of this policy 
must be co-ordinated with Human Resources, with the 
appropriate agreed action taken once the investigation is 
completed.

2.1 INTRODUCTION
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This policy aims at empowering  
leaders to establish a safer  
environment for all members  
of St John, other adults and  
the young people in their care.
It is a sad fact of life that from time to time, organisations which exist 
to help young people unwittingly recruit members who pose a threat 
to children and young people.

By following this policy, associated guidelines and other St John  
policies and procedures, leaders will be empowered to create safe,  
worthwhile and enjoyable activities, significantly reducing  the risks to 
young people and themselves.

Leaders should ensure that their behaviour is beyond reproach at all 
times and that their actions promote the dual goals of child safety  
and keeping themselves safe.

2.2 YOUTH LEADERSHIP
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Recruitment and appointment

Standards of conduct and integrity

 >

 >

Appointment to any position in St John must include an  
induction that includes familiarisation with this policy. Adults 
with responsibility for young people must also complete the 
‘Child Protection Workshop’ and sign a declaration that this 
has occurred and this policy is understood.

As a condition of appointment, all adult members with  
leadership responsibilities for young people must be vetted 
through a confidential background check performed by the 
New Zealand Police ( as per H.2 Recruitment and Selection) 
annually.

If other adults are assisting, they must be made aware of the 
St John Child Protection Statement and Guidelines contained 
in this policy. They in turn are the responsibility of the  
primary St John Leader in charge.

If an adult assists as a leader on more then two occasions, 
then they must be appointed as a St John Leader and follow 
the recruitment and appointment procedure. For any parent 
that is interested in assisting, these requirements are not 
onerous and demonstrate a commitment by St John to child 
protection and to the individual’s protection.

Adult members must be supportive and non-abusive in their 
management and dealings with young people.

It is highly likely that those with a leadership or caring role 
will have physical contact with young people in situations 
such as teaching demonstrations and clinical treatment.

Although some young people can be very affectionate they 
must have explained to them the clear differences between 
appropriate and inappropriate contact, as there is a risk that 
certain types of physical contact could be construed as a 
form of assault.

Adult members must ensure that they use appropriate 
behaviour at all times. Certain types of physical contact 
carry penalties or conviction for physical or indecent assault. 
Cultural traditions and values also determine what kind of 
contact is appropriate.

In addition, any appropriate physical contact such as  
inspecting an injury should be clearly explained to the young 
person and completed in the presence of at least one other 
person.

If a complaint of a criminal nature is made against an adult 
member, it should be treated as an Emergency Report (see 
Reporting) and reported immediately to the Regional Child 
Protection Officer. This should then be investigated with  
co-ordination from Human Resources to ensure the  
ongoing appropriateness of their membership, as per the  
St John Discipline and Dismissal Policy (HR 8.3).

Failure to report a potential criminal offence will result in a 
disciplinary investigation.

Where possible, adult members should remove themselves 
from any situation that they feel uncomfortable with and  
follow the guidelines contained in this policy.

2.2 YOUTH LEADERSHIP
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Leadership responsibilities >

All leaders must act as good role models and note that at all 
times they must act as a ‘responsible parent’. Leaders are in a 
position of ‘loco parentis’ which is best thought of as acting 
like a reasonably careful parent of a rather large family.

At all times leaders must think and act in the best interests  
of the young people in their care, in the same way their  
parent or caregivers would. As an example, if a leader accepts  
responsibility for administering medical requirements and 
fails to do so, the leader and St John could be liable.

Supervising activities with young people >

Taking young people off site >

In all cases where young people are taken off site, a Risk 
Analysis and Management Form must be completed. If based 
on this analysis a different ratio of leaders is recommended, 
the arrangements must be approved by the Regional Youth 
Manager.

Any overnight stay by young people as part of the Youth 
programme is designated a camp and must be approved 
by the Regional Youth Manager as per the Youth Camping 
Guidelines.

All St John Youth activities must be taught and/or managed 
by at least two adults, with one being a Youth Leader. The 
following ratios apply for any situation where adult members 
must supervise young people in a St John activity.

Adults defined by this ratio must be available at all times and 
may not be under the influence of alcohol or any medication 
or substance that may impair their judgement or ability to 
supervise the activity.

* in some cases a ratio of 
1:2 or 2:1 may be more 
appropriate at Events.

Activity

St John Youth Divisional programme on premises

Visits off site and residential camps

Tented camps and water activities

Camps for the St John Penguin Programme

Water activities for the St John Penguin Programme

Youth members at operational Events *

1 : 15

1 : 8

1 : 6

1 : 4

1 : 4

1 : 3

Adult : young person
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This section refers to risk assessment when working with young people and does not replace  
risk assessment as required under OSH regulations (refer HR5.5 Hazard Reporting).

Young people are usually more  
exposed to hazards and this  
increases the potential to cause  
significant harm.
Safety of the young people in our care is our highest priority. A risk 
assessment is a tool to carefully examine what could cause harm to 
people, so that leaders can decide whether they have taken enough 
precautions, or should do more to prevent harm.

The aim is to help ensure that no one gets hurt or becomes ill and  
any accidents or illnesses are prepared for to minimise harm.  
Accidents and ill health can ruin lives.

2.3 MANAGING HAZARDS
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Gather information

Create appropriate management actions

Peer review with another leader

Record

Communicate and action

Identify and list potential hazards

Evaluate the level of risk

Decide on management steps

4 obtain a previous risk management plan of the activity or venue if available
4 speak with another leader who has run the activity or seen the venue before
4 obtain photos and maps of the venue or perform a site visit (if necessary)
4 have a run through of the activity (if necessary).

4 document your completed risk management plan

4 submit your risk management plan to your manager as part of any off site approval
4 communicate relevant parts of the plan to all people involved (i.e. leadership team  
     meeting, equipment list for participants, newsletter for parents..)

Prevent - can the risk be avoided?

Isolate - can the effects be contained?

Minimise - can the effects be reduced?

Redesign - can the activity be changed?

Abandon activity

Risk management process >

Are existing precautions adequate?

no

no

no

no

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes
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Maintaining a safe environment >

The general duty of care expected of those working with 
young people has been interpreted by the courts as being 
that of a ‘reasonably careful parent’. Although there is no  
definition of a reasonably careful parent, there are some  
indications that a person who does not take reasonable  
steps to ensure a child’s safety would be seen as negligent.

The important decisions for leaders completing a risk  
management plan are based on whether a hazard is  
significant, what precautions they need to take in order to 
minimise risks and any actions to take in the event of the 
hazard creating an unsafe environment.

Assessing risks >

Identify hazards 
A hazard is anything which can cause harm. A risk is the 
chance (high or low) that somebody will be harmed by the 
hazard.

The risk assessment process should look at the activity, the 
age group and experience of the participants, the venue, the 
transport arrangements and consider all risks that will be 
faced (no matter how minor) in conducting the activity.

In some cases a visit to the venue, or a ‘dry run’ of the  
activity may be required to understand all the potential  
hazards. 

Evaluating risk level 
Each risk has two parts which determine the seriousness of 
the potential hazard:

 1	 Likelihood (how vulnerable the group is / the possibility 
the hazard could occur)

 2	Consequence (how severe / damaging the result of the 
hazard would be).

The risk level can change depending on a variety of factors 
such as the environment, time of year , how prepared a group 
is and the experience of participants in the activity.

The diagram above illustrates how a hazard that a group is 
exposed to, or not prepared for increases the risk level. Also, 
the more severe the outcome, the higher the risk level.

medium
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high
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Managing risks

Record and communicate

 >

 >

Once hazards have been assessed the leader responsible 
should plan out steps in an attempt to reduce or remove the 
risks identified. This should include any precautions to avoid 
or minimise the risk and actions to take if the hazard occurs 
and causes harm.

If there is any doubt that a risk is too high and a group is not 
well prepared to manage the effects of the hazard, the  
activity should either be redesigned or abandoned.

It is not necessary to prepare risk assessments for venues that 
have established risk assessments and safety policies in place 
and who are taking responsibility for the people visiting their 
premises (e.g. licensed providers and tourism operators). 
However leaders may wish to check that their procedures 
exist and are sufficient for their needs.

It is recommended to get a second opinion from another 
leader to ensure that there is a thorough assessment and 
management plan of hazards.

In all cases of activities off site, the leader responsible should 
complete a Risk Analysis and Management form (RAM). This 
form is used to record the activity of assessing and evaluating 
risks by leaders and should be communicated and kept with 
all leaders during the activity as a point of reference.

The responsibility for signing off this form is with the  
Regional Youth Manager.

Excluding camps, Regional Youth Managers may authorise 
another manager (i.e. District Youth Managers) to approve 
off site activities so long as they advise the Regional Youth 
Manager of all activities applied for.

In some cases such as camps, more than one form may be  
required (e.g. a series of different activities organised and run 
by different leaders in a team at various locations).

2.3 MANAGING HAZARDS     13
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Excluding emergency situations,  
adult members should avoid  
situations where they are alone  
with any young person for a  
period of time.
St John relies on the efforts and talent of all our members  
and these procedures provide protection and guidance for  
them in their work with young people.

2.4 PROCEDURES
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Private discussions

Transporting young people

Off site activities

 >

 >

 >

These should not be held. Parents and caregivers must be 
advised if a young person is to receive one-to-one learning, 
mentoring or support at any stage.

It is often beneficial for young people to receive individual 
feedback or assistance and leaders are encouraged to use 
techniques to ensure that these discussions are safe for both 
the leader and young person.

Techniques can include holding discussions in the view or 
presence of another adult or young person and peer training. 
These techniques can also allow safer discussions of possible 
confidential matters without compromising the confidence 
of a young person.

Often leaders find themselves in the position of transporting 
young people, sometimes in a one-on-one situation. 

If a leader is aware that this situation will occur, and other  
options have been exhausted, they should contact the 
parents or caregivers who should be made aware and give 
permission for their child to be alone with them while being 
transported.

Leaders should try to avoid being in this situation, however  
if they are unable to contact the young person’s parent or 
caregiver, the child should not be left alone. 

In all cases where a leader has had to transport a young 
person home in a one-on-one situation, a file note should be 
made to the Regional Child Protection Officer.

All transport of young people organised by St John must be 
included as part of the activity’s risk management plan and 
actioned by the leader in charge of the activity (e.g. checking 
vehicle safety, driver competence..)

Any programmed activity that involves young people  
moving off site (e.g. visits, competitions or camps) must only 
proceed once parents and young people are informed of all 
details regarding accommodation, supervision and a signed 
consent form allowing participation has been received.
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Overnight stays

Accomodation arrangements

 >

 >

Any overnight stay by young people is designated a camp 
and must have an assigned Camp Co-ordinator and be  
approved by the Regional Youth Manager 6 weeks prior to 
the  event (as per the Youth Camping Guidelines).

St John does not authorise any other form of overnight stay 
by young people, irrespective of the situation. 

Parents and caregivers should be aware that no camp  
(overnight stay) will take place without prior notice from  
St John, and their written consent given.

Any activity organised outside these requirements is not a 
programmed activity and is not endorsed by St John.

Due to the vast difference in the types of camps, needs and 
ages of the young people in our programmes, the sleeping 
arrangements of adults can vary.

Adults may be assigned to accommodation in the same  
area as young people; or placed in separate sleeping areas. 
Sleeping arrangements should be made clear when  
seeking approval for a camp, with the final decision made by 
the Regional Youth Manager considering the following:

4	young people are adequately supervised 
4	a safe and secure environment is maintained overnight

These considerations are influenced by:

 1	 the age and experience of the young people
 2	 the type of camp (tented, residential, marae..)
 3	 the accommodation venue (size, location, proximity of 

sleeping areas, facilities, public access..)
 4	number of leaders relative to the gender makeup of the 

camp and the number of grouped sleeping areas
 5	 any potential dangers and hazards identified as part of 

the camp’s risk assessment (e.g. venues shared with the 
public, boundaries..)

 6	 specific needs of young people (e.g. parents sleeping with 
their children, medical conditions, home sickness..).

Leaders must not be placed in situations that could put 
themselves at risk by ensuring there are two leaders or adults 
in each sleeping area with a clear separation between these 
areas and the sleeping areas of young people. When young 
people can be adequately supervised by senior  
cadets, it is recommended to use cadets before leaders.

If leaders are not in the same accommodation, they must  
be readily accessible for the needs of the young people  
attending the camp. This could involve periodical checks by 
two designated leaders (even if they are supervised by senior 
cadets and NCOs).

Although sleeping arrangements can vary on the needs of 
the camp, leaders and adults must never enter changing 
areas or bathroom facilities for members of the opposite sex 
(excluding emergency situations).

Camps with separate bathrooms are ideal, however if the 
venue has shared facilities, leaders should time showers  
differently to those of young people.

2.4 PROCEDURES
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Young people in an Operational setting >

Youth members on Events 
As with camps and off site programmes, a youth member 
may only attend an event alongside Events personnel once 
parents and youth members have been informed of the risk 
factors, hazards, details and a signed consent form allowing 
participation has been received by their Divisional Manager.

This must occur for each individual event, or a series of 
events (e.g. a season of netball at the same venue).

Further information can be found under Guidelines in this 
policy and in the Events Manual - 6.13 Youth at Events.

Treating young people 
No adult is to be left alone with a young person (e.g. inside 
an ambulance or first aid room alone together) as this would 
represent a 1:1 ratio which is highly discouraged.

Note that this also applies to non-members (i.e. an adult 
bystander alone with a child patient). Where one to one  
situations are unavoidable, always leave a door open, or 
ensure someone is close by.

Emergencies and accidents during Youth programmed activities

Evacuations

 >

 >

A leader in charge of a group of young people must have a 
fully stocked first aid kit and qualified adults available. The 
type of kit and clinical experience required will depend on 
the nature of activity. (e.g. a general purpose kit would be  
adequate for a night at a Youth Division, whereas a burn kit 
would be required for activities around fire or cooking).

Leaders must be aware of any medical conditions within 
their group and have an appropriate plan to accommodate 
emergencies. Young people should always be treated in the 
company of others and within clinical capabilities.

In serious situations, emergency services and parents should 
be contacted as soon as possible. It is the duty of any leader 
to inform parents and caregivers of any accident or injury 
that their child has had while in St John care.

Leaders must have a supply of St John Accident Report 
Forms, which must be completed for any accident or injury, 
immediately after the incident. This form must then be 
provided to your manager and handled in accordance with 
HR5.4 Personal Accident Report and Investigation.

All venues used for meetings of young people must display 
the evacuation procedeure for emergency use, and the 
young people in our care must understand these. 

Evacuation procedures must be in accordance with HR5.3 
Emergency Evacuation.
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Releasing information

Restraining young people

Discipline Searching

Auditing

 >

 >

 >  >

 >

Official information should only be released by members 
authorised to deal with requests for information. In all  
other circumstances, information is to be used by St John 
members only for official purposes and treated confidential. 

All personal information of members should be handled in 
accordance with the Privacy Act 1993 and HR4.4  
Confidentiality and Privacy.

Adults should learn and use anger management skills to  
isolate and restrict young people from injuring themselves. 
All adult members should only physically restrain a young 
person if absolutely necessary and seek other adult  
assistance.

Any restraint required must be documented and an Incident 
Report made to the Regional Child Protection Officer.

Corporal punishment (e.g. smacking) is totally unacceptable 
in St John. If an adult member is upset, they should remove 
themselves from the situation before taking appropriate 
action. Discipline in anger can lead to unprofessional and 
unlawful actions.

The property of young people can only be searched with 
parental permission and young people should never be body 
searched.

The issues covered in this policy are significant in the context 
of the operation and management of how we care for young 
people. As part of our processes for minimising this risk,  
ongoing peer audits ensure our child protection strategies 
are being followed throughout the organisation.

Annual auditing procedures are explained in the Regional 
and Divisional Child Protection Audit Forms and are the  
responsibility of the Regional Child Protection Officer (with 
the assistance of District and Area Youth Managers).

2.4 PROCEDURES
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Adults are not under any  
circumstances to undertake  
abuse investigations.
Do not attempt to question the young person or adult 
member yourself. Leave this to the professionals as you 
may inadvertently prejudice subsequent enquiries,  
actions and outcomes.

Legal definition:

Child abuse means the harming (whether physically,  
emotionally, or sexually), ill treatment, abuse, neglect  
or deprivation of any child or young person

Section 2, Children and Young Person Amendment Act, 1994

2.5 CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT
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Categories of abuse >

Whilst there are clear categories of abuse, a cycle of abuse 
may involve more then just one type, and it may be unhelpful 
to focus on just one type of abuse.

Emotional abuse is any act or omission that results in  
impaired psychological, social, intellectual and/or emotional 
functioning and development of a child or young person.  
It may include, but is not limited to, rejection, isolation,  
deprivation of affection or simulation, threats, constant  
criticism, humiliation and exposure to family violence.

Physical abuse is any act or acts that result in inflicted injury 
to a child or young person, examples of which would be, 
bruises and welts, burns, fractures and sprains.

Neglect is any act or omission that results in impaired 
physical functioning, injury and/or development of a child 
or young person, including non-organic failure to thrive, 
examples of which include under-nourishment, untreated 
illness or abrasions, and inadequate care.

Sexual abuse is any act that results in the sexual exploitation 
of a child or young person, whether consensual or not. It may 
include non-contact abuse, exposure to pornographic  
material and exhibitionism.

The following may be indicators of child abuse:

4	physical signs
4	unexplained changes in mood or behaviour
4	nervousness, watchfulness
4	inappropriate relationships with peers and/or adults
4	inappropriate sexual language
4	attention seeking behaviour
4	scavenging, compulsive stealing
4	persistent fatigue
4	running away
4	disclosure (accounts may be vague and in a language  

appropriate to the child’s age).

2.5 CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT
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Reporting incidents or actions  
that have caused or could cause 
harm to young people, as set  
down in this policy, and including  
incidents where this policy is not  
adhered to is compulsory.
St John will support members who report concerns about abuse, 
even if an investigation results in no further action being taken.  
The law will protect any person disclosing or supplying  
information in good faith.

2.6 REPORTING
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Emergencies and incidents >

Depending on the circumstances, reporting will be either by 
an Emergency or an Incident Report. Both will involve some 
form of internal investigation.

Emergencies 
Where there is an imminent risk of significant harm – sexual 
abuse is always regarded as an emergency. In this case the 
Police or Child Youth and Family (CYF) is informed, once  
necessary facts are known and before any investigation is 
held.

Incidents 
Where there is not an imminent risk of significant harm,  
concerning any aspect of this policy, including any accident 
that results in serious harm. Following an internal  
investigation, or at any time following the report, Police or 
CYF may be involved depending on the circumstances.

In both cases a clear, concise and factual log of all relevant  
information, incidents and on-going dealings must be kept 
and maintained. The procedures listed must not delay any 
urgent medical treatment required by the young person.

All reporting actions must happen consecutively and  
without delay, irrespective of the date or time. If contacts are 
unavailable their immediate manager should be informed.

The General Manager must be briefed if any external agency 
(Police or Child, Youth and Family) is involved.

Members are not to provide a statement to the media or 
answers to questions from the media on any breach of this 
policy. Refer media enquiries to the appropriate person in 
your Region (as per the St John Media Policy).

2.6 REPORTING
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Reporting process >
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All child protection matters, Emergency Report or Incident Report

Investigation and Incident Report completed

Matter documented

Report to Police or Child Youth and Family

Communications

Community Programmes Director 
and/or Human Resources Director

Investigation Panel and Case Manager

Contact Regional Child Protection Officer

Ensure safety, research, confirm basic facts and record

General Manager

Is this an Emergency Report?

Is a full investigation required?

Chief Executive

4 if unavailable, and an emergency, bypass and inform later

4 file notes completed
4 file created and registered
4 filed in National Child Protection Server
4 at conclusion all material either  
      centralised or destroyed

4 Marketing and Communications Director
4 Regional PR / Communications

4 file notes and records gathered

4 inform General Manager and Regional Child Protection Officer

4 this is not an investigation, but a quick check of details

4 appoints Case Manager and Investigation Panel

4 communicates with Chief Executive and Marketing

no

yes

yes

no



CHILD & YOUTH PROTECTION POLICY 4    

Incident reports are required where there is any breach of 
this policy, or there is a concern regarding a young person’s 
safety or welfare, but an Emergency report is not warranted.

1. Reassure - you will..
4	reassure the young person, or person reporting that you 

are taking him/her seriously
4	if appropriate talk to him/her about what will happen
4	explain that you are unable to keep this information a 

secret and that telling the relevant people will help them.

2. Record - you will.. 
Make an immediate and factual log, using the young  
person’s actual words, of what was said and anything you 
have witnessed. This must be kept safe and confidential, but 
be available to authorities.

3. Report - you will.. 
Contact your Regional Child Protection Officer immediately 
to seek further advice.

4. Investigate - Regional Child Protection Officer will.. 
If a St John member is involved, an investigation must be 
initiated. With advice from the Human Resources Manager 
a decision is made whether a full investigation is required 
and if so initiated. If not the incident is investigated by the 
Regional Child Protection Officer.

As soon as possible contact the Youth Director or Human 
Resources Director and provide a synopsis of the situation 
and actions taken.

At any point during the investigation the Police or Child 
Youth and Family should be contacted if the situation  
requires it (e.g. risk of harm to the child or young person, 
advice required, evidence of criminal activity).

The General Manager should be informed immediately,  
outlining the events and actions.

Serious consideration needs to be given to timing contact 
with the parent or caregiver and the information provided 
to them. These decisions will be made in consultation with 
Child, Youth and Family and/or the Police to ensure that this 
does not increase the risk to the young person or hinder any 
abuse investigation.

Incident reports >

Full child protection investigation >

When any report warrants a more in depth investigation this 
should be initiated by the General Manager, on advice from 
the Regional Child Protection Officer.

The General Manager will appoint a Case Manager and other 
members to form an Investigation Panel with responsibility 
to investigate the situation.

2.6 REPORTING
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Emergency reports >

Emergency reports are required where there is an imminent 
risk of significant harm. Sexual abuse is always regarded as an 
emergency.

1. Safety - you will..
Ensure safety of child or young person.

2. Reassure - you will..
4	reassure the young person, or person reporting that you 

are taking him/her seriously
4	if appropriate talk to him/her about what will happen
4	explain that you are unable to keep this information a 

secret and that telling the relevant people will help them
4	if necessary check key facts to ascertain need to progress
4	do not under any circumstances investigate any further.

3. Record - you will..
Make an immediate and factual log using the young  
person’s actual words, of what was said and anything you 
have witnessed. This must be kept safe and confidential, but 
be available to authorities.

4. Report - you will..
Immediately inform your Regional Child Protection Officer of 
this emergency, outlining the events and actions taken*.

5. Act – Regional Child Protection Officer will..
Contact either Police or Child Youth and Family and state that 
you are making a ‘child protection referral, and need to speak 
to the appropriate person’. Provide the following:

4	personal details
4	the young person’s details, (name, age, and address)
4	what he/she has told you and/or what you have seen
4	any relevant background information
4	ask what will happen next.

While it is ideal that this action is completed by the Regional 
Child Protection Officer, if they are unavailable and the  
situation is an emergency where time is critical then the 
person reporting should act.

Refer to the Human Resources Manager for further guidance, 
advice or assistance on making the decision for an  
Emergency Report. The safety of the young person must 
dictate time constraints on contacting key individuals.

Brief the General Manager immediately, outlining the events 
and actions taken.

Serious consideration needs to be given to timing contact 
with the parent or caregiver and the information provided 
to them. These decisions will be made in consultation with 
Child, Youth and Family and/or the Police to ensure that this 
does not increase the risk to the child or young person or  
hinder any abuse investigation.

6. Investigate - Regional Child Protection Officer will.. 
If a St John member is involved, an investigation must be 
initiated. With advice from the Human Resources Manager  
a decision is made whether a full investigation is required 
and if so initiated. If not, the incident is investigated by the 
Regional Child Protection Officer.

In most cases of an Emergency Report, a full child protection 
investigation will be required. Timing of this investigation 
may need to await any police investigations.

As soon as possible contact the Youth Director or Human 
Resources Director and provide a synopsis of the situation 
and actions taken.

* In the rare occurance that you cannot reach any of your contacts (Regional Child Protection Officer, 
HR Manager, General Manager or District Youth Manager), and there is considerable doubt on what 
actions to take, you should seek advice from the Police or CYF and advise these contacts later.  
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CHILD & YOUTH PROTECTION POLICY 4    

Everyone in St John must  
understand that bullying  
will not be tolerated.

2.7 BULLYING
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Bullying >

Bullying can be defined as a deliberately hurtful behaviour. It 
is usually repeated over a period of time where it is difficult 
for those being bullied to defend themselves.

Bullies will usually pick on those they consider to be  
vulnerable and less likely to defend themselves, such as those 
younger, smaller or less popular than the bully.

Bullying can take many forms, but there are three main types:

 1	physical (hitting, kicking, theft..)
 2	 verbal (racist, homophobic, threats, name calling..)
 3	 emotional (being ignored, left out of the group..)

The damage inflicted by bullying is underestimated. It causes 
considerable distress to victims and affects their health and
development. To the extreme, bullying causes children and 
young people significant physical and psychological harm 
(including self harm).

Leaders should not tolerate any form of bullying and address 
these matters seriously. Sometimes these situations are 
subtle and difficult to identify, so leaders must build rapport 
and be accessible for young people to approach them.

Youth members should also be informed on how to get help 
against bullies (see the Guidelines in this policy).
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CHILD & YOUTH PROTECTION POLICY 4    

Taking measures to avoid any  
potentially risky situations or  
opportunities for allegations and  
misunderstandings is an important  
aspect of child protection.

Remember that child protection is 
also about ‘leader protection’.

2.8 GUIDELINES
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4	never run a division, or group of children single handed, and try to 
ensure an appropriate balance of male and female leaders / adults

4	always ensure suitable ratios of adults to children

4	never drive or walk a child home alone without prior parental  
agreement, and never take a young person to your own home  
(unless part of an approved camp)

4	avoid unnecessary physical contact

4	where one to one situations are unavoidable, always leave a door 
open, or ensure someone is close by

4	be aware of individual needs and personalities, and always avoid 
making any derogatory or discouraging remarks

4	never dismiss or trivialise bullying

4	involve children in establishing their own list of rules, outlining 
what is and what is not acceptable behaviour

4	avoid inappropriate language and behaviour

4	avoid favouritism, or singling individuals out

4	never let allegations a child or young person makes, go unrecorded 
or not dealt with.
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Communicating with young people >

Care should be taken when communicating electronically 
with children and young people, to avoid potential ‘private’ or 
1:1 communication. Children and young people can interpret 
this form of contact as a very open form of communication.

Examples of this can include phone calls, email, online  
communities, sms messaging, video calls and online chat. 
When used appropriately these can be a very useful tool, 
especially due to the speed of communication and the  
availability of technology these days. However, although this 
type of communication is effective, it comes with serious 
risks.

An obvious way for a leader to remove the associated risk  
to themselves is to completely block all electronic  
communication with young people and use more traditional 
forms of contact.

The downside with blocking electronic communication is 
that it removes a channel for young people to get in contact 
with leaders about genuine questions or in times of need 
(e.g. a way to call for help when a young person is being  
bullied, feeling down or being abused could easily appear 
more safe for the young person through electronic  
communication).

In order to keep a good balance of leader protection while  
being available for the needs of young people, leaders can 
use the following guidelines:

 1 1:1 electronic communication should always be initiated 
by the young person

 2 upon entering into communication with a young person, 
the leader should aim to redirect it to more appropriate 
forms of contact (talking at division, meeting with  
parents/caregivers and the young person..)

 3 Electronic communication should be used as a ‘last resort’ 
in order to send or gather information

 4 Leaders are encouraged to keep a log file or copies of all 
messages to help protect themselves (email storage, chat 
functions, mobile storage..)

Care should always be taken that colloquial communication 
styles used by children and young people do not cloud the 
relationship between leaders and the individual concerned.

4	A cadet using MSN (an online chat client) to ask a leader 
what time a St John event starts may be appropriate

4	A leader initiating contact with cadets using Bebo (an 
online community) to discuss social activities outside  
St John or post questionable content would be  
inappropriate.
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Adult behaviour around young people

Relationships between young adults and young people

 >

 >

Behaviour of adults around children and young people in  
our care must always be in keeping with current social norms 
and be aligned with what the organisation and a responsible 
parent or caregiver would consider appropriate. If there is 
any doubt, a conservative approach is considered more  
appropriate.

Outward public displays of affection may be inappropriate  
in front of children and young people or at activities and 

locations which may be seen by them (e.g. at night during a 
camp if a youth member may potentially need to visit them).

4	a couple holding hands on an occasion, greeting each 
other with a hug or kiss may be appropriate

4	a couple who are continuously together and displaying 
affection or displaying intimate behaviour in front of  
young people would be inappropriate.

Whilst it may be totally normal for a younger leader and an 
older cadet to be in a relationship, leaders must always be 
aware of their position of responsibility and ability to  
influence young people.

In addition to this, it is fair for parents and caregivers to  
expect that their child, while attending St John programmed 
activities, is under the care and responsibility of the St John 
leaders that are with them.

For this reason St John does not condone relationships  
between adult members and under 18 year olds during  
St John programmed activities.

Relationships outside of St John that involve a leader and a 
cadet would require the following:

4	the leader will stand down immediately from any direct 
leadership role to remove the leadership relationship with 
the cadet

4	the leader and cadet will be advised that St John will 
notify the parents or caregivers of the cadet concerned in 
one week (allowing the people involved an opportunity 
to speak with their families first)

4	the Regional Child Protection Officer will ensure that  
St John makes the relationship aware to parents or  
caregivers of the cadet concerned whether or not the 
relationship continues.

Cases of relationships between two young people where 
one cadet turns 18 (effectively becoming a leader) in terms 
of definition in this policy becomes a relationship between a 
young adult and a young person.

Addressing young couples where one cadet becomes a 
leader should not be aimed at separating young couples, but 
more of a positive discussion to outline the implications of 
this in St John (involving parents or caregivers if necessary).

These circumstances will likely result in keeping the new 
leader in a leadership position, however the same guidelines 
for relationships apply.

Relationships during St John activities will be dealt with as 
per other reports.
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Relationships amongst young people

Addressing instances of bullying amongst young people

 >

 >

Social norms must again define what is appropriate. It is very 
common that youth members may have boyfriends and 
girlfriends that are fellow youth members.

Their behaviour should be considered in light of what we 
believe their parents or caregivers would consider  
appropriate - and may need to be discussed with them if 
required and where it does not breach the trust of the youth 
member.

Importantly, the behaviour of the youth members should  
always be appropriate for the programmed activities that 
they are involved with at that time.

4	young people who occasionally display affection may be 
appropriate

4	a couple who continuously hold hands and disengage 
from the programmed activities would be inappropriate.

Consensual sex between young people (irrespective of age) 
at a St John activity or facility is not acceptable.

All forms of bullying shall not be tolerated in St John. To  
empower youth members on how to seek help in these  
situations they should be informed on prevention and 
 techniques to stop this.

Enlist the help of friends

4	a firm no from a group of children and young people, 
combined with the threat of adult intervention often puts 
bullies off.

In cases of real physical danger, victims have no choice but to 
surrender to the bully’s demands.

4	sometimes young people will be more scared of what 
their parents will do if they arrive home without a  
precious possession. The victim will often get hurt trying 
to protect their new bike because it cost their family a lot 
of money.

4	they are forced to hand over money or possessions
4	young people should be convinced that keeping  

themselves safe is the most important consideration.

Leaders and adult members must always reassure and  
encourage young people to approach an adult with any  
incident that makes them feel frightened or unhappy.

4	they should be told that they do not have to put up with 
it - they must not give up

4	do not ignore bullying – tell an adult what is happening.

Bullies may have their own problems. Maybe they have  
been bullied or abused themselves. Whatever the reasons 
that lie behind the behaviour, they must be confronted about 
it, held accountable and given a clear message about what is 
acceptable behaviour. 

Adults must also ensure they provide close supervision and 
act as good role models (i.e. not show traits of a bully such as 
unfriendly teasing, ridicule, favouritism, exclusion..)

2.8 GUIDELINES
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Consumption of alcohol around young people

Young people at Events

 >

 >

The policy and procedures on host responsibility is covered 
within HR5.8 Host Responsibility.

Adults who have a leadership responsibility for young people 
must not consume or be under the influence of alcohol  
during the time when they are actively fulfilling their role.

Adult members who have consumed alcohol should avoid 
contact with youth members.

4	a leader at a camp, who is part of the leader to young 
person ratio must not be under the influence of alcohol

4	adult members who may be attending an activity where 
young people are present, and who are not involved in 
leadership responsibilities, and who have engaged in a 
social occasion where alcohol has been consumed should 
remove themselves from further interaction with young 
people.

Careful planning is required in order to ensure that events 
are safe for youth members and adults. To prevent situations 
where an adult is left alone with a youth member (e.g. inside 
an ambulance or first aid room alone together) it is  
recommended to have a minimum of at least two youth 
members at an event.

Adults should ensure that the events available to youth 
members are appropriate to their ability. This can be  
determined by their practising level (green, blue or gold)  
and experience. Any youth member without a first aid  
qualification or under 8 years of age should not be allowed 
on operational duty.*

Types of events

 A low risk events (santa parades, fairs, teddy bears picnic)
 B medium risk events (bmx, school age contact sports)
 C high risk events (motorsport, water sports).

Please note: types of events that fit into different categories 
are defined by your Regional Youth Manager (in consultation 
with your Regional Operations Manager).

* this does not prevent  
youth members attending 
venues with St John Events  
in a non-operational role  
(e.g. promotional or  
marketing roles).

Age

16 - 18

13 - 18

11 - 12 

8 - 10

6 - 8

Level

TBA

Gold

Blue 

Green

Penguin

Supervision required

None (part of Events personnel)

Can attend alongside Events personnel

Can attend alongside Events personnel provided a 
competent senior cadet/NCO is also in attendance

Must be accompanied by a Youth Leader

Penguins may not attend events

Event types

A, B and C

A and B

A 

A

none
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Child & Youth Protection Policy
Declaration of Understanding

 >

Please read and sign below.

I am aware of the St John Child & Youth Protection Policy and 
have my own copy of the policy. I have attended the policy 
workshop, had the content explained to me, and have had 
an opportunity to seek clarification and fully understand it’s 
purpose. In understanding its purpose I agree to work within 
the policy.

Summary >

By following these guidelines, observing correct leader 
ratios, and following correct vetting procedures you will help 
everyone enjoy activities safely, and will have minimised any 
chances of being inappropriately accused.

Whilst every attempt has been made to cover all scenarios, 
there may be situations that are not covered. The welfare and 
interests of the young person must come first at all times. If 
you have any concerns regarding any of these issues, consult 
your Manager.

References
4	HR2.1 Recruitment and Selection
4	HR4.4 Confidentiality / Privacy
4	HR5.4 Personal Accident Report and Investigation
4	HR5.5 Hazard Reporting
4	HR5.8 Host Responsibility
4	HR8.3 Discipline and Dismissal
4	EM6.13 Children and Youth at Events

2.9 DECLARATION

Signature Manager’s Signature

Print name Print name

Date Date
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Key contacts for matters 
relating to this policy

 >

IMPORTANT CONTACTS

Child Youth and Family

General Manager or Regional Functional Manager

Name

Phone

Mobile

Regional Child Protection Officer

Name

Phone

Mobile

New Zealand Police

Human Resources Manager

Name

Phone

Mobile

My Manager

Name

Phone

Mobile

0508 FAMILY
(0508 326 459)

24 hours
Dial 111
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